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Items listed in blue are part of the permanent CityCenter Fine
Art Collection. Items in grey are additional artworks of note to
visit during your tour.
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Begin at the ARIA Concierge Desk.
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Bellagio
Tram Station

Leave The Park to the south and turn left on CityCenter Place.
3. 		Richard Long
		 Circle of Chance and Earth, 2009
		 Veer Towers, Lobbies
Continue down CityCenter Place to Las Vegas Boulevard. Turn left
and walk north to Harmon Avenue and turn left to Harmon Place.
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Tram Station
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4. 		Isa Genzken
		 Rose II, 2007
		 The Harmon Hotel, Porte Cochère
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Exit ARIA to the north of the VIP check-in desk to The Park.
2. 		
Henry Moore
		
Reclining Connected Forms, 1969-1974
		 Casino Square/The Park
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1		 Maya Lin
		 Silver River, 2009
		 ARIA Resort & Casino, Registration Desk

Retrace your steps to Las Vegas Boulevard and walk south to the
Crystals entrance. Enter Crystals and take the escalator up on
your right. Walk south toward Mandarin Oriental. Exit Crystals
and cross the Mandarin Oriental Sky Bridge. Take the escalator
down, then turn left and go down the short flight of stairs and
across the Mandarin Oriental Porte Cochère.

Pedestrian Walkways

5. 		Masatoshi Izumi
		 CACTUS Life – living with the Earth , 2007-2008
		 Mandarin Oriental, Porte Cochère

Pedestrian Sky Bridges

Enter the Mandarin Oriental ground floor lobby.

Elevator
Escalator
Stairs
Entrance
Ideal Viewing Location

6. 		
		
		
		
		

Jun Kaneko
Untitled, Dango, 2002
Untitled, Triangle Dango, 1996
Untitled, Dango, 1992
Mandarin Oriental, Ground Floor Hotel Lobby

Take the elevators to the 23rd floor and cross the lobby to
the Tea Lounge.
7.		
Jack Goldstein
		 Untitled (Volcano), 1983
		 Mandarin Oriental, Sky Lobby (23rd Floor)
Take the elevators back to street level and exit the building. Cross
the Porte Cochère and take the escalator up to the bridge level.
8. 		Claes Oldenburg and Coosje Van Bruggen
		 Typewriter Eraser, Scale X, 1998-1999
		 Pedestrian Bridge, Near Mandarin Oriental
Walk west toward ARIA and enter at the self-park lobby.
9. 		
		
		
		
		

L A S V E G A S B O U L E VA R D

Tony Cragg
Bolt, 2007
Bent of Mind, 2008
Untitled (Tall Column), 2008
ARIA Resort & Casino, Self-Park Lobby

10.
Donald Judd
		 Untitled (#167 – 176), 1988
		 ARIA Resort & Casino, Self-Park Lobby
Enter the casino and walk north toward The Deuce Lounge.
11.
		
		
		

Dennis Hopper
Bill Cosby, 1963/2000
ARIA Resort & Casino, Corridor across from
The Deuce Lounge

12.		
		
		
		

Julian Schnabel
New Walken, 2006
ARIA Resort & Casino, Corridor across from
The Deuce Lounge

Walk across the casino floor towards the VIP gaming area.
13.		
Tim Bavington
		 Champagne Supernova, 2009
		 ARIA Resort & Casino, High Limit Slots
Take the escalator next to Radiance up to the promenade level.
Turn left and walk past the Viva ELVIS Theater.
14.
Julian Schnabel
		 Zeus, 1992
		 ARIA Resort & Casino, Outside Viva ELVIS Theater
Retrace your steps to the courtyard at the top of the escalators.
15.
Antony Gormley
		 Feeling Material XXVIII, 2007
		 ARIA Resort & Casino, VIP West Oculus
Continue north on the promenade level. Take the escalator across
from Sweet Chill down to the ARIA North Lobby, then down again
to the valet pick-up level and exit the building.
16.
Jenny Holzer
		 VEGAS, 2009
		 ARIA Resort & Casino, North Valet Pick-up
Return to the casino level and exit the building. Walk counterclockwise around Harmon Circle.
17.
Nancy Rubins
		 Big Edge, 2009
		 Harmon Circle
Continue around the circle. Enter Vdara and walk toward the
Registration Desk.
18.
Frank Stella
		 Damascus Gate Variation I, 1969
		 Vdara Hotel, Registration Desk
Walk across the Vdara lobby and turn left toward the elevators.
19.
Peter Wegner
		 Day for Night, Night for Day, 2009
		 Vdara Hotel, Concierge Lobby
Continue west through the Vdara lobby.
20.
Robert Rauschenberg
		 Lucky Dream, 1999
		 Vdara Hotel, Lobby
Turn left toward Bellagio. Go up the escalators to the
CityCenter tram.
21.
Doze Green
		 Crossroads of Humanity, 2009
		 Bellagio and Monte Carlo Tram Stations

ABOUT THE ARTISTS

Fine ART Collection

Tony Cragg (British, b. 1949)

Jun Kaneko (Japanese, b. 1942)

Robert Rauschenberg (American, B. 1925; D. 2008)

Upon entering the VIP Atrium at ARIA, you are greeted by towering,

Japanese ceramic artist Jun Kaneko’s typically ambitious, large-

First commissioned for Bellagio, this classic painting by Robert

stainless-steel sculptural forms by sculptor Tony Cragg, whose

scale sculptures afford him the ability to work with a wide range

Rauschenberg, considered to be one of the most important artists

biomorphic forms investigate the physics of materials and spark

of designs. These three works offer the perfect balance of scale

of the 20th Century, has all the visual icons that have been known

Collection is one of the world’s largest and most ambitious

a dialogue between man, material and the world. These three

and design as you enter the Mandarin Oriental Lobby, allowing the

in some of his greatest works. Its presence within the Vdara Lobby

corporate collections in existence today. The CityCenter Fine

towering columns exemplify how the sculptor uses a material such

work to unify within the surrounding architectural design. Made

adds a beautiful and unique touch to this incredibly intimate

Art Collection features work by 15 acclaimed painters, sculptors

as stainless steel to its fullest extent, pushing the boundaries of

entirely of clay and fired in a giant kiln, the tallest of the three

environment.

sculptures reaches an impressive seven feet tall, a difficult feat in

and visionaries, including Maya Lin, Jenny Holzer, Nancy Rubins,

the material, while creating exceedingly graceful works of art with
substantial presence.

ceramics. The name “dango” is whimsical, yet accurate, meaning

Nancy Rubins (American, b. 1952)

“Japanese dumpling.”

Driving through Harmon Circle, it will be impossible to ignore

The first major permanent collection of art in Las Vegas to
be integrated into a public space, the CityCenter Fine Art

Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van Bruggen, Frank Stella, Henry
Moore, and Richard Long, among others.

Nancy Rubins’ monumental Big Edge. This colossal work, with

Isa Genzken (German, b. 1948)
Isa Genzken’s 26-foot rose sculpture rises delicately through the

Maya Lin (American, b. 1959)

hundreds of boats carefully sculpted together, creates the perfect

Validating CityCenter’s status as a cultural destination of

center of The Harmon Porte Cochère, infusing a sense of nature up

A re-creation of the Colorado River, this graceful commission

centerpiece for the city’s greatest architectural achievement.

worldwide significance, the Fine Art Collection will become

through the landscape of the surrounding monumental architecture.

floating above the ARIA Registration Desk was created entirely of

Rubins, a sculptor and artisan famous for grandiose works created

cast reclaimed silver. Considered to be one of the most important

from salvaged, industrial consumer goods, including monumental,

a benchmark for enlightened corporate involvement with the

Considered to be one of Germany’s most prominent artists,
Genzken’s work ranges from sculpture to photography to painting

public artists of the 21st century, Maya Lin’s remarkable body of

gravity-defying sculptures consisting of airplane parts, electrical

that combines personal elements with references to architecture,

work maintains a careful balance between art and architecture,

appliances, mattresses, and boats, was selected for the collection

modernism and art history.

including large-scale, site-specific installations, intimate studio

based on her ability to achieve this scale of work with such grandeur.

Vietnam Veterans Memorial.

This large-scale painting energizes the Sky Lobby with an explosion

design of CityCenter, guests will interact with important works
of art — not in a gallery setting — but in the living, breathing
spaces of CityCenter’s public areas, hotels and residential

artworks and architectural works and memorials, such as the
Jack Goldstein (Canadian, b. 1945; d. 2003)

arts on a global level. Fully integrated into the architecture and

Julian Schnabel (American, b. 1951)

common spaces. From vibrant and ornate to intimate and

Installed prominently outside the Viva ELVIS Theater at ARIA,

serene, these works were strategically placed to fascinate

of color and energy. Jack Goldstein’s paintings focus on imagery

Richard Long (British, b. 1945)

Julian Schnabel’s baroque attitude is embodied in this large-scale

of natural phenomena, capturing the “spectacular instant,” in this

With two awe-inspiring wall drawings, Richard Long’s Veer

painting that exemplifies his visceral painting style. Schnabel often

case, a volcanic eruption. Goldstein is among the most influential

Tower façades have transformed these architectural features into

combines oil painting and collage techniques, classical pictorial

postmodern artists of the 1970s and ’80s and is widely recognized

magnificent works of art. Known as one of Britain’s best-known

elements inspired by historical art and neo-expressionist features,

for his pioneering work in sound, film and painting.

sculptors and conceptual artists, the majority of Long’s works are

abstraction and figuration. Tackling such big themes as sexuality,

inspired by the natural landscapes he encounters while hiking,

obsession, suffering, redemption, death, and belief, he has

The CityCenter Fine Art Collection encompasses a multitude

Antony Gormley (British, b. 1950)

during which he creates sculptures using natural materials from

employed a diversity of found materials including broken plates,

of styles and media — ranging from sculpture and paintings

Antony Gormley’s reinvention of the human form hangs suspended

the environment such as wood and stones. Here, we encounter his

diverse textiles such as kabuki theater backdrops, tarpaulins and

over the VIP West Skylight, interacting with the architecture of

energetic use of mud from the River Avon, which the artist applied

velvet; a plethora of images, names and fragments of language; as

the space on multiple levels. Over the last 25 years, Gormley has

directly with his own hands.

well as thickly applied paint, viscous resin and digital reproduction.

investigation of the body as a place of transformation, using his

Henry Moore (British, b. 1898; d. 1986)

Frank Stella (American, b. 1936)

site-specific installations for which the artist commanded their

own body as subject and tool.

Possibly one of the most iconic images known in the history of

Frank Stella’s incredibly vibrant Damascus Gate Variation I makes

vision over the space.

modern sculpture is of Mother and Child; this magnificent Henry

the entire Vdara Lobby come alive with its fluorescent colors and

Jenny Holzer (American, b. 1950)

Moore piece, nestled in the center of The Park, is no exception.

interweaving shaped canvas. Recognized for more than 45 years

Truly a monumental, full-body experience, Jenny Holzer’s LED

English artist and sculptor Henry Moore was the most celebrated

for important contributions to abstract expressionism, sculpture

installation of more than 250 feet envelops the entire atrium of

sculptor of his time. Inspired by the fundamentals of the human

and the concept of the shaped canvas, Stella’s work has been the

ARIA’s North Valet. This is considered one of the largest installations

experience — the primary theme of his life’s work — Moore’s

subject of several retrospectives in the United States, Europe and

ever created by Holzer, who made her mark in 1976 with her

abstractions of the human figure usually depict mother and

Japan.

first public work, Truisms, profound statements that appeared

child or reclining forms.

reinvigorated the human image in sculpture through a radical

CityCenter’s unique architecture to create a sensory journey
that presents the collection in a never-before-seen fashion.

to large-scale installations — engaging visitors on a visual and
intellectual level. Some were existing pieces, carefully chosen
for their artistic value and cultural significance; others are

Peter Wegner (American, b. 1963)

as anonymous broadsheets posted around Manhattan, later
Claes Oldenburg and Coosje van Bruggen

American artist Peter Wegner’s installations within the Vdara

(American, b. 1929/American, b. 1942; d. 2009)

Concierge Lobby fuses art and architecture through the creation of

Masatoshi Izumi (Japanese, b. 1938)

Walking along the Pedestrian Promenade from ARIA to Mandarin

towering sculptures made from the most ordinary object: a sheet

As you enter Mandarin Oriental, Las Vegas, Masatoshi Izumi’s

Oriental, visitors will be surprised to encounter one of the best

of paper. These two gridded stacks of blue and red have both the

graceful sculpture ushers you toward the delicate architectural

examples of celebrated pop artists Claes Oldenburg and Coosje

color balance of a great painting and the physical presence of

environment of Mandarin Oriental. This sculpture, welcoming guests

van Bruggen works — a 24-foot high Typewriter Eraser. This

a powerful sculpture. His rigorous thought process is expressed

in a characteristically Zen manner to the hotel, is made of large

playful use of a common everyday object, one that is possibly

through stunning imagery, a sly sense of humor and a masterful

pieces of intricately poised basalt — a form of lava that has cooled

unknown to recent generations, is a unique experience, meant

manipulation of common and found materials.

on the surface of the volcano. It towers more than 17 feet and

to elicit humor and curiosity. Oldenburg and Van Bruggen have

weighs approximately eight tons. Izumi’s work celebrates harmony

collaborated on more than 40 large-scale, outdoor sculptures of

with nature by taking existing forms and altering them slightly to

popular commercial objects installed throughout Europe, Asia and

reveal an even more beautiful state.

the United States.

programmed into electronic signs.

and educate guests. The artwork was carefully paired with

For more information about the CityCenter Fine Art Collection,
visit citycenter.com.
citycenter.com
866.680.2489

Please do not touch the artwork.
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